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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given an exact sequence of Lie Algebras 
O+H+L-+M-+O, 
we say that the pair (0, r) E Der(M) x Der(H) extends to 6 E Der(L) if the 
following diagram commutes: 
O-H-L-M-0 
1 15 i- 
0-HiL-hf.-O 
A pair (0, z) that extends to some 6 E Der(L) will be called extendable. 
The above exact sequence induces a Lie algebra homomorphism 
a: A4 --r Out(H), and a quick calculation shows that for any extendable pair 
(6, r) a0 e = [r, a]. Accordingly, we call a pair (a, r) a-compatible if 
aQb= [t, a]. 
In this paper we give a cohomological criterion for extending a pair 
(c, r) E Der(M) x Der(H) to a derivation of L. More precisely, we associate 
to each a-compatible pair (a, T) an element of Hz(M, Z(H)) so that the 
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pair (a, r) is extendable to a derivation 6 of L if and only if the element 
associated to it is 0 (Theorem 1). 
As an application of the main result, we derive a criterion for com- 
pleteness for solvable linite dimensional Lie algebras (Theorem 2). Essen- 
tially, it says that a complete solvable Lie algebra is an extension of a 
solvable Lie algebra by a Cartan subalgebra of its algebra of outer 
derivations. This leads to an elegant construction of a complete solvable 
Lie algebra starting with a solvable Lie algebra with trivial center. Unfor- 
tunately, this construction falls a bit short of being completely general. It is 
our hope that with a bit of refinement a satisfactory generalization of this 
construction that will yield all complete solvable Lie algebras can be 
obtained. 
For group theoretical counterparts of Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper we 
refer the reader to [9] and [4], respectively. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
A few observations are in order here. 
Given a: M+ Out(H), an cc-extensions of H by M is given by the 
following two ingredients: 
(a) A lifting a”: M + Der(H) of a. This lifting defines an “action” of 
M on H. Henceforth, whenever unambiguous, we will write xoh for &(x)(h) 
for any hEH and XEM. 
(b) A factor function u : M x M + H satisfying 
[4x, y), hl= Cx, yloh-xo(yoh)+ yo(xoh) Vx, yEA4, hczH (1) 
and the cocycle condition 
u(Cx, VI, z) + U(CY, ZIP XI + 4cz, xl, Y) 
=zou(x, y)+x~u(y,z)+y~u(z,x). (2) 
We will call an extension of H by M given by B and u an (a, u)-extension 
of H. Explicitly (a, u)-extension L can be described as L = {h + 5 : h E X, 
x E M} with the bracket operation defined by 
[Z, h] =xoh, C-f, Bl = Gl + 4% Y). 
Of course, B projects onto XEM. This explicit representation is often 
convenient for calculations. 
Conversely, given an a-extension L of H by M, for each x E M choose an 
element R E L that projects onto x. Then this choice determines the pair 
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(a, u). In everything that follows we choose the transversal x -+ I to be 
linear. 
Once CI is fixed, u(.u, y) can only be varied by fl(x, JJ), fi : M x M + Z(H) 
thanks to (1). By (2) B is a 2-cocycle, and it is easy to show that changing 
u(x, y) by a 2-coboundary yields an equivalent extension. Thus the map 
( CY - extensions of H by M) + Hi( M, Z(H)) 
(ii, u’) + u’ - 24 
(3) 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between cr-extensions of H by M 
and Hz(M, Z(H)), provided at least one such extension exists (see [2] or 
C51). 
Let L be an arbitrary Lie algebra. The space L x L, endowed with the 
natural vector space structure, can be made into a Lie algebra by setting 
Ck Y), WY Y’II = (Cx, fl+ CY, 4, CY, Y’l). 
Then the space Der(L) can be naturally identified with the space of 
Lie algebra homomorphisms L + Lx L that are identity on the second 
component : 
dEDer(L)+f,: L-+LxL 
h(x) = (4X)> x) 
(see [S, VII-2, p. 2351). This allows us to translate questions about 
extension of derivations into questions about extension of Lie algebra 
homomorphisms (compare with [9]). Namely, a pair of derivations (a, r) 
corresponds to the pair of Lie algebra homomorphisms (f,,f,), 
f,:M+MxM and f,:H+HxH. Then a pair (c,r) is extendable to a 
derivation of L if and only if (f,,f,) is extendable to a homomorphism 
f: L + L x L which is identity on the second component. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Consider the exact sequence 
O+HxH-+LxL-,MxM+O. (4) 
f,(M) is a Lie subalgebra of M x M that is isomorphic to M. Let 6p, be the 
subalgebra of L x L that projects onto/,(M). Then Yc is an as-extension of 
H x H by M where ~1, : M + Out(H x H) is determined by the embedding f. 
of M into M x M together with the map a2 : M x M + Out(H x H) imposed 
by the exact sequence (4). Clearly if f extends the pair (f,, f,), f(L) c Yo. 
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Our first task is to remove the requirement that the second component 
of the homomorphism f be identity. Hence the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1. An u-compatible pair (a, z) E Der(M) x Der(H) is exten- 
dable to a derivation of L if and only if the pair of algebra homomorphisms 
( fo, f,) is extendable to a Lie algebra homomorphism f from L to 9=. 
Proof. If 6 E Der(L) extends the pair (a, r), then fa extends (f,, f,) and 
the image offs lies in ZO. 
On the other hand, suppose f: L + g0 extends the pair (f,, f,). Then f 
takes L into L x L. Write f = (fi , f2) and consider the second component f2 
off. Then 
(i) f2 is a Lie algebra homomorphism from L to L and since 
f) H = f, fil H = identity. 
(ii) f2( [Z, h]) = [f2(T), f2(h)] for any h E H and x E M. Both [a, h] 
and h lie in H. Hence we obtain [Z, h] = [fi(Z), h]. Therefore 
f2(Z) = 1+ y(x) for some y(x) E Z(H). 
(ii) fi(CK 91) = Cf2(-3, f2Y)l and En, A= [=I + 4x, Y) with 
u(x, y) E H. Hence 
c-f-Y(x), J+Y(Y)l= czTl+YKx~ Yl)+4? Y) 
and a quick calculation now shows that y( [x, y]) = x 0 y(y) - y 0 y(x). This 
shows that y E Der(M, Z(H)), and we can extend y to a derivation of L 
into Z(H) by setting y(H) = 0. 
One can easily verify that for every y E Der(L, Z(H)) f,,: L x L + L x L, 
f.(x, y) = (x + y(x), y + y( y)) is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Moreover, 
the projection off,, onto M x M is identity, and if y[ H = 0, then f,JHX H is 
identity. Hence f-, 0 f is a Lie algebra homomorphism from L to L x L that 
extends the pair (fO, f,) and whose second component is identity. Its first 
component then yields the desired derivation. Q.E.D. 
Given a a-compatible pair (a, 7), is there an extension 2YC, of H x H by 
f,(M) and the Lie algebra homomorphism f from L to ZO’,, that extends the 
pair (f,, f,)? The answer is yes, as the proposition below asserts; 
moreover, & is unique. Of course, we can identify f,(M) with M in which 
case (f,, f,) is replaced by (id, f,). 
PROPOSITION 2. For any a-compatible pair (a, 7) E Der(A4) x Der(H) the 
pair (id, f,) can be extended to a Lie algebra homomorphism f from L to an 
a,-extension YO, of H x H by M. Moreover, 9& is unique. 
Proof: First, we need a lifting of a, to a,: M + Der(H x H). The 
straightforward way to do this is to lift f,(x) = (a(x), X)E Mx M to 
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(G), J?) E L x L and let the latter act on H x H via the bracket operation 
in L x L. There is however a more satisfactory way of doing this. 
Recall that CYO (T = [z, CY] in Out(H); i.e., the exists a map ygr: M+ H 
such that 
@4x)) = Et, &)I + Ad(y,,(x)) t’x E M, (5) 
or equivalently 
a(x)~h=r(x~h)-x~r(h)+ [y,,(x),h] VXEM, hc H. (6) 
Now set 
d~(x)((h,,h,))=C(-y,,(x)+a~,1),(h,,h,)l, (7) 
where [ , ] denotes the bracket operation in L x L. An easy calculation 
then shows that 
G;(x)((r(h), h)) = (7(x0 h), x 0 h). (8) 
This makes the homomorphism f, equivariant under the “action” of 
M:f,(xoh)=xof,(h) for any XEM and heH. 
Set u, =f,(u) where U(X, y) is the factor function that determines L and 
consider the pair (EL, u,). I claim that this pair determines an a,-extension 
of H x H by M. We have to check that the conditions (1) and (2) 
are satisfied. Now (2) follows immediately from the fact that f, is 
M-equivariant. As for (l), equivariance shows that it is satisfied for every 
f,(h) E H x H. It remains to show that it holds for every (h, 0) E H x H. By 
direct calculation 
C(~(+-, Y)), 4~ Y)), (k 011 
= (Cu(x, Y), hl, 0) 
=([x, y]oh-x~(y~h)+y~(x~h),O) 
= WCx. yl)(h) - %(x)(%(y)(h)) + %(y)(@:bMh)) 
since B;(x)(h) = [(+, Z), (h, 0)] = (~0 h, 0). Thus the condition (1) is 
satisfied. 
Let YO, be the extension of H x H by M given by the pair (a;, u,). Then 
-4”k,=((h,,h,)+R:h,,h,~Hx~M} 
and 
C% jl = cz-71 +f,(4% Y)), lI-f,f,(h)l =L(CX Al). 
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Therefore the map f: L + &,,, f(h + 2) =f,(h) +Z is a Lie algebra 
homomorphism that extends the pair (id, f,). 
It remains to prove uniqueness of YG,. Let .Yk, be another a,-extension 
of H x H by h4 that possesses a homomorphism f’ : L + 9’:, extending the 
pair (id, f,). Since f’ is identity on M, we can set 2 =f(Z) in 9b, for any 
x E M. Then u;(x, y) =f(u(x, y)) =f,(u(x, y)) = u,(x, y). Hence the exten- 
sion dpbr is given by the pair (a, u,) where & is a lifting of a,, to Aut(H x H). 
Since a and a; are two liftings of a,, there exists y : M + H x H such that 
a(x) = C;(x) + Ad(y(x)). But a(x)(t(h), h) = [f’(Z),f’(h)] =f’( [T, h]) = 
f,( [a, h]) = &Z;(x)(r(h), h) (see (8)). Therefore y(x) lies in the centralizer 
C,(f,(H)) in H x H. Let (hi, h2) E C,(f,(H)). A quick look at the second 
component alone shows that h,~z(H). But then [(hi, hJ, (r(h), h)] = 
([hi , h], *); hence, h, E Z(H) too. But Z(H) x Z(H) is the center of H x H. 
Therefore y(x) E Z(H x H), Ad(y(x)) =O, and 6 = a;. Hence &?L, is the 
same extension as YV,. Q.E.D. 
Now all we have to do is to compare the extension 5$ and Tg,. Set 
f = (-y,,(x) + GF), 2) in YO, for this choice of I lifts a, to ai. Thus g0 is 
given by (a;, IJ) where 
(J (x, Y) = c-f?, 91 - L-3 
=c(-Y,,(x)+~,~),(-Y,,(Y)+a~,~)l 
-(-YACX, Yl)+~l)~ cz-71, 
=(Y”Yo,(x)-x~Y,,(Y)+Y,,(Cx, Yl) 
+ 44x), Y?) + 44 4Y)h 4-C Y)). 
It is useful to keep in mind while doing the above calculation that 
6p, c L x L. Also, we used the following cancelation, that occurs in the first 
component: [G] + [G] -=I) = 0. It is due to the facts 
that the transversal x + R is linear and CJ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. 
The comparison between 5$ and Ye, now yields 
0). (Y~Y~~(x)-x~Y~~(Y)+Y~~(CX, ~1)+44x), Y) 
+ 4x9 a(y)) - 7(4x, Y)), 0) E Z2,,,(M Z(Hx H)). 
This is precisely the difference between U and u, (for U, see the proof of 
Proposition 2). 
(ii) (Y~Y,~(x)--~Y~,(Y)+Y,,(CX, ~1)+44x), y) 
+ 4x, 4.~1) - 7(4x, VI), 0) E B:JM Z(H x f0) 
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if and only if the pair (a, r) is extendable. One remarkable consequence of 
the above discussion is the fact that 
and since Z(H x H) = Z(H) x Z(H) 
Y~Y,*(x)-x~Y,,(v)+Y,,(cx~ Y1)+44x)> Y) 
+ 4x3 O(Y)) - z(4x, Y)) E ZW) 
however improbable this may seem. 
The last step is to determine the structure of Hi0(A4, Z(Hx H)). 
Z(Hx H) = Z(H) x Z(H) . 1s a direct sum of two componentsf,(Z(H)) and 
(Z(H), 0) that are M-invariant. Moreover, xof,(h) =f,(xoh) (see the 
proof of Proposition 2) and x0 (h, 0) = [(*, a), (h, 0)] = (x~h, 0). Thus 
both direct summands in Z(H x H) are M-module isomorphic to Z(H). 
Clearly, 
(Y~Y~r(x)-x~Y,,(Y)+Y,,(cx, Yl)+4Q(x), Y) 
+ 4x, a(y)) - T(4X, Y)), 0) E .qM (Z(fo, 0)). 
Hence the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose a pair (a, z) E Der(M) x Der(H) is u-compatible. 
Then 
(i) Y~Y~~(x)-x~Y~=(Y)+Y~~(CX, ~1)+44x), Y) 
+ 4% a(y)) - t(4x, Y)) E z&w -wf)). 
(ii) Y~Y,,(x)-x~Y,,(Y)+Y,,(CX, ~1)+4+), Y) 
+ 4x3 O(Y)) - T(U(X, Y)) E qwf, Z(H)) 
if and only if the pair (a, r) is extendable to a derivation of L. 
This is the cohomological criterion advertised at the beginning of the 
paper. 
Following [9],’ we give a different statement of Theorem 1. Let 
(Der(M) x Der(H)), denote the set of cl-compatible pairs in Der(M) x 
I The main theorem of [9] can also be proved along the lines of Propositions 1 and 2. The 
proofs, however, are simpler since no translation from the language of derivations to the 
language of homomorphisms is required. 
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Der(H). Let Der(L, H) denote the set of derivations of L that take H to H. 
Then Der(L, H) naturaly maps to (Der(M) x Der(H)),. Clearly, its image 
is the set of all extendable pairs (a, z) E (Der(M) x Der(H)),. 
Define a (linear) map ZA(M, Z(H)) --t Der(L), y + d, where d,(n + h) = 
1+ y(x) + h. It is easy to verify that a derivation do Der(L) projects onto 
(0,O) E (Der(A4) x Der(H)), if and only if d= d, for some y E Zi(M, Z(H)). 
Hence an alternative statement of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 1’. There is a set map (Der(M) x Der(H)), + Hz(M, Z(H)) 
such that the sequence 
0 -+ ZL(M, Z(H)) -+ Der(L, H) + (Der(M) x Der(H)), + Hi(M, Z(H)) 
is exact. 
The map (Der(M) x Der(H)), + Hz(M, Z(H)) is given explicitly in 
Theorem 1. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We first establish a necessary and sufficient condition for extending a 
derivation of an ideal H of a Lie algebra L that satisfies certain additional 
properties to a derivation L (for a group theoretical analogue of this 
proposition see [7]). Let Ider( L, H) denote the subalgebra of Der(H) con- 
sisting of all inner derivations of L in H (here we view H as an L-module). 
Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let H be an ideal of a Lie algebra L such that 
C,(H) = Z(H) and Hz(L/H, Z(H))=0 where a: L/H+ Out(H) is the 
natural map. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 5 E Der(H) can be extended to a derivation of L; 
(2) z normalizes Ider(L, H) in Der(H); 
(3) z normalizes a(L/H) in Out(H). 
Proof Suppose z can be extended to SE Der(L). Let d,, d,(h) = [I, h] 
be an element of Ider(L, H). Then [T, d,] = d,(,, E Ider(L, H). Thus (1) 
implies (2). 
Now suppose r normalizes Ider(L, H). Let XE L/H and let 2 be an 
element of L that projects onto x. Then [r, a(x)] E Out(H) is the image of 
[z, Ad(n)] E Der(H). Since r normalizes Ider(L, H) there exists jj E L such 
that [z, Ad(n)] = Ad( jj). But then [r, a(x)] = a(y) where y is the image of 
p in L/H. Thus (2) implies (3). 
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Finally, suppose z normalizes @L/H). First note that a: L/H + Out(H) 
is a monomorphism. Indeed, suppose U(X) =0 for some .X E L/H. Then 
there exists an h E H such that Ad(?)1 H = Ad(h)1 H where 2 is an element of 
L that projects onto x. But then 2 -h E C,(H) = Z(H), and therefore 
2.~ H. Hence x=0. 
Define a derivation cr of L/H via the identity: 
CT, a(x)1 = 44x)). (9) 
Since z normalizes a(L/H) and c1 is a monomorphism G(X) is well defined. 
It being a derivation follows from [r, *] being a derivation of Out(H) and 
IX: L/H -+ Out(H) being a Lie algebra homomorphism. Now the pair 
(a, r) E Der(L/H) x Der( H) is cc-compatible. Since Hi( L/H, Z(H)) = 0 it is 
extendable to a derivation of L. Thus (3) implies (1). Q.E.D. 
Note that Eq. (9) determines the derivation c uniquely. Hence if t 
extends to 6 E Der(L), every other derivation that extends z is of the form 
6 + d, for some y E Zi(M, Z(H)) thanks to Theorem 1’. 
We are now ready to state our criterion for completeness for a solvable 
finite dimensional Lie algebra. For earlier work on complete Lie algebras 
please see [3], [6] and [S]. 
THEOREM 2. Let L be a finite dimensional solvable Lie algebra and H a 
characteristic ideal of L such that M = L/H is nilpotent. Let tl : M --t Out(H) 
be the Lie algebra homomorphism induced by the short exact sequence 
0 + H + L --+ M + 0. Then L is complete if and only if 
(i) Z(H)M = 0; 
(ii) c1 maps M isomorphically onto a Cartan subalgebra of Out(H). 
Proof Suppose L is a complete solvable Lie algebra and H an ideal 
of L such that M = L/H is nilpotent. Clearly Z( H)M c Z(L). Since L is 
complete Z(L) = 0 (see [3]). Hence (i). 
Consider C,(H). Clearly C,(H) is an M-module. Moreover, 
C,(H)M c Z(L) = 0. Hence by Theorem 1 of [l] MC,(H) = C,(H). Let 
n : L + M be the projection map and let M’ = a( C,(H)). Then MM’ = M’, 
and hence, since M is nilpotent, M’=O. Therefore C,(H) c H; i.e., 
C,(H) = Z(H). But then c(: M + Out(H) is injective as in the proof of 
Proposition 3. 
It remains to show that a(M) is a Cartan subalgebra of Out(H). Let 
TEN ,,,,,,(a(M)). Let ? be a derivation of H that projects onto T. Since 
Z(H)M = 0, Hz(M, Z(H)) = 0 (see Theorem 1 of [ 11). Therefore by 
Proposition 3 z” is extendable to a derivation of L. By completeness of L 
? = Ad(z) for some i E L. But then T = LX(X) E a(M) where x is the image of 
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5Z in M. Thus No,,,,,(a(M))=cl(M) and cr(M) is a Cartan subalgebra of 
Out(H). This finishes the proof of (ii). 
Conversely, suppose L is an extension of H by M with H and M satisfy- 
ing conditions (i) and (ii). Moreover, suppose that H is a characteristic 
ideal of L. Then every 6 E Der(L) is an extension of some r E Der(H). 
(i) implies that Hz(M, Z(H)) = 0, and the fact that a is injective means that 
C,(H) = Z(H). Thus the hypotheses of Proposition 3 hold. Therefore t 
extends to a derivation of L if and only if r normalizes a(M). Since U(M) is 
a Cartan subalgebra of Out(H) r normalizes a(M) if and only if the image 
of r in Out(H) is a(~) for some x E M. But then z = Ad(Z)] H for some 5Z E L 
that projects onto x. Hence r extends to an inner derivation Ad(Z) of L. 
Therefore by remark immediately following Proposition 3 6 = Ad(Z) + dy 
for some y E Zi(M, Z(H)). Zi(M, Z(H)) = Der(M, Z(H)), and by 
Theorem 1 of [ 11 Hz(M, Z(H)) = 0. Hence all derivations of A4 in Z(H) 
are inner; in particular, there exists h, E Z(H) such that y(x) = [x, hy]. But 
then 6 = Ad(Z + hy). Thus all derivations of L are inner; i.e., L is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
As a corollary of Theorem 2 we give the following elegant construction 
of a complete solvable Lie algebra: 
COROLLARY. Let H be a solvable finite dimensional Lie algebra with 
trivial center and let L be the inverse image in Der(H) of a Cartan sub- 
algebra of Out(H). Then L is complete. 
Proof: Since Z(H) = 0 the’ adjoint representation identifies H with an 
ideal of L. But then L is an extension of H by a Cartan subalgebra of 
Out(H) and hence complete by Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
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